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Topic:  Criteria for use of composite endpoints for competing risks – A Systematic Survey of the 

Literature with recommendations 

Abstract:  

Background: Composite end points are frequently used in reports of clinical trials. One rationale for the 

use of composite endpoints is to account for competing risks.  In the presence of competing risks, the 

event rate of a specific event depends on the rates of other competing events. One proposed solution is 

to include all important competing events in one composite endpoint.  Clinical trialists require guidance 

regarding when this approach is appropriate. 

Objectives: To identify publications describing criteria for use of composite endpoints for competing risk 

and to offer guidance regarding when a composite endpoint is appropriate on the basis of competing 

risks.  

Data Sources: We searched MEDLINE, CINAHL, EMBASE, The Cochrane’s Central & Systematic Review 

databases including the Health Technology Assessment database and the Cochrane’s Methodology 

register from inception to April 2015, and candidate textbooks, to identify all articles providing guidance 

on this issue. 

Study Selection and Data Extraction: Eligible publications explicitly addressed the issue of a composite 

outcome to address competing risks. Two reviewers independently screened the titles and abstracts for 

full text review; independently reviewed full text publications; and abstracted specific criteria authors 

offered for use of composite endpoints to address competing risks.    

Results: Of 63645 titles and abstracts, 166 proved potentially relevant of which 43 publications were 

included in the final review. Most publications note competing risks as a reason for using composite 

endpoints without further elaboration. None of the articles or textbook chapters provide specific criteria 
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for use of composite endpoints for competing risk. Some advocate using composite endpoints to avoid 

bias due to competing risks and others suggest that composite endpoints seldom or never be used for 

this purpose.  We recommend using composite endpoints for competing risks only if the competing risk 

is plausible and if it occurs with sufficiently high frequency to influence the interpretation of the effect 

of intervention on the endpoint of interest.  These criteria will seldom be met. Review of heart failure 

trials published in the New England Journal of Medicine revealed that many of them use the composite 

endpoint of death or hospitalization; none of the trials, however, satisfied our criteria.  

Conclusion: The existing literature fails to provide clear guidance regarding use of composite endpoint 

for competing risks.  We recommend using composite endpoints for competing risks only if the 

competing risk is plausible and if it occurs sufficiently often.   

Key words: ‘Competing risks’, ‘composite end-points’ 

“What is new” 

A systematic survey of the literature revealed limited guidance on when to use composite end-points 

in the presence of competing risks. 

We provide guidance on this topic and propose that composite outcomes be used to overcome the 

problem of competing risks only when  

(i) Competing risk is plausible (i.e. understanding of the biology suggests that the 

intervention might realistically increase more serious events, thus misleadingly 

reduce the less serious)  

(ii) The more serious outcome occurs frequently enough that, if the intervention truly 

increases its frequency – appreciably decreasing the possibility of the less serious 

outcome occurring – the result would be a misleading decrease in the less serious 

event.   
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Introduction:  

Clinical trialists often specify composite endpoints composite endpoint as their primary outcome.  A 

composite endpoint combines in a single endpoint all patients who experience at least one event 

included in the composite. For example, a commonly used composite endpoint in the field of cardiology 

is a composite of death, myocardial infarction (MI) or stroke; this would include all patients who 

experienced any of these events. Reasons for the use of composite endpoints include increasing 

statistical power by increasing the number of events, simplifying the interpretation for patients (it may 

be easier for patients to consider 1 risk estimate rather than several in considering risks and benefits of 

interventions for decision making), and accounting for competing risks. 

Competing risks is a concern in randomized trials because of the possibility that an intervention may 

result in an apparent decrease in a less serious endpoint (e.g. MI) as a result of the intervention 

increasing a more serious endpoint (e.g. death).  In other words, there is a competing risk if the 

intervention results in the death of individuals, some of whom, had they lived, would have experienced 

an MI. 

One suggestion for dealing with the problem of competing endpoints is to construct a composite 

outcome that accounts for all competing risks in one outcome measure (e.g. a composite of MI and 

death). There are, however, concerns with the use of composite outcomes including challenges in 

interpretation, in particular making the impact of the intervention appear more important than it really 

is.  Consider, for instance, if an intervention in fact has no impact on death, but does decrease the 

incidence of MI.  Providing a single relative risk reduction for the composite may suggest to many that 

the intervention reduces both death and MI, and does so to the same degree, resulting in an 

overestimation of the impact or importance of the intervention on death and a possible 
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underestimation of the importance on MI. The greater the gradient in importance between 

components, the greater is the seriousness of such a misinterpretation.  For example, the gradient 

between death and percutaneous coronary interventions is greater than the gradient between death 

and MI. 

Recent publications have highlighted the frequency of the use of composite end points in published 

trials and have underscored concerns related to this practice (1-6).   Consistent findings of these studies 

has been that clinical trialists very frequently – particularly in cardiology - choose composites as their 

primary outcomes, that components often include a large gradient of importance, that the less 

important endpoints typically occur more frequently than the more important endpoints, and that 

relative effects often differ substantially between components (with relative effects typically larger for 

less important outcomes).   

These results suggest two fundamental problems with the use of composite endpoints.  The first is an 

issue of interpretation: are clinicians to assume that relative effects on the composites apply to each of 

the components, and the absolute impact on components should be calculated accordingly, or make no 

such assumption and look at the composite without making any inferences about distribution of effects 

across components?  Second, when the more important components contribute few outcomes and/or 

the effect is less in these components, there is high risk of spurious inferences from trials with 

composite endpoints, with treatment effects appearing more important than they actually are.   Thus, 

confident interpretation of composite endpoints requires relatively small gradients of importance to 

patients and similar relative risk reductions across components (6). 

The difficulties in interpretation, and risk of misinterpretation, can arise either if the composite is chosen 

to increase power or to address competing risks.  The Diabetes REduction Assessment with ramipril and 

rosiglitazone Medication (DREAM) randomized trial (7) highlights the problem in the latter context.   The 
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DREAM trial implemented strategies to minimize risk of bias and enrolled 5269 participants with 

impaired glucose tolerance, assigned them to a hypoglycemic drug, rosiglitazone, or placebo, and 

documented the impact on a primary endpoint a composite of incident diabetes or death from any 

cause.  The methods section of the paper justifies the composite using the competing endpoint criteria: 

‘death was included to account for the possibility that diabetes might develop at a different rate in 

individuals who die than in those who survive’.    

Although rosiglitazone reduced the outcome of death or diabetes (306 events in the rosiglitazone group, 

686 in placebo, hazard ratio [HR] 0.40 [95% confidence interval [CI] 0.35-0.46] p<0.0001), the drug had 

no effect on all-cause mortality (30 deaths with rosiglitazone, 33 with placebo HR 0.91 [95% CI, 0.55-

1.49] p =0.7).  Thus, a decrease in diabetes accounted for all the drug’s impact on the composite. The 

authors nevertheless concluded that ‘this large, prospective, blinded international clinical trial shows 

that 8 mg of rosiglitazone daily, together with lifestyle recommendations, substantially reduces the risk 

of diabetes or death by 60% in individuals at high risk for diabetes’, potentially leading readers to infer 

that rosiglitazone decreased mortality – clearly a problematic inference (6, 8).  

Given the problems of interpretation, it may be that composite endpoints should not be used 

gratuitously, and criteria for their parsimonious use should be available.  We therefore undertook a 

systematic survey of the literature to identify publications that provide criteria for use of composite 

endpoints for competing risks.  Considering the findings, we offer guidance for use of composite 

endpoints to address competing risks. 

Methods: 

Eligibility Criteria: Eligible articles explicitly addressed the appropriateness of use of a composite 

outcome to address competing risks in the context of medical interventions in any area.  
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Search Strategy: We searched the following databases: MEDLINE, CINAHL, EMBASE, The Cochrane’s 

Central & Systematic Review databases including the Health Technology Assessment database and the 

Cochrane’s Methodology register from inception to April 2, 2015. The search strategy for MEDLINE 

involved various combinations of the following keywords, using the search field of keyword, abstracts, 

MeSH headings, exploded subject headings, publication type, text word and title: ‘composite endpoint’, 

‘composite outcome’, ‘combined endpoint’, combined outcome’, ‘competing causes’, ‘competing 

endpoint’ and ‘competing risk’.  We applied no language restrictions or date limits, used similar search 

strategies for the other databases, and considered articles cited in previous reviews, including cross-

references and bibliographic citations of relevant publications. The website books.google.com provided 

the source for textbooks addressing this topic; we scanned relevant texts for chapters addressing 

competing risks and composite outcome. 

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS: 

Study selection:  Two reviewers (VM and SA) reviewed the titles and abstracts of potentially relevant 

publications.  If either reviewer considered the article possibly eligible, it was included for the full text 

review.  The two reviewers assessed the full text articles of the selected citations for eligible studies and 

resolved disagreements by discussion. A Ƙ ≥ 0.65 was chosen a priori to indicate adequate agreement.  

Data Extraction: The two reviewers abstracted the title of the article, year and journal of publication, 

primary purpose of the paper, and methods proposed to address the problem of competing risks.  The 

reviewers noted, in eligible publications, description of criteria for using composite endpoints for 

competing events and extracted suggested criteria verbatim.  

Data Analysis: We reviewed and summarized the extracted data noting in particular proposed criteria 

addressing the use of composite endpoints to overcome the problem of competing risks.  
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Development of Guidance: For a number of years, one of us (GG) has taught in a graduate methodology 

course on advanced RCT methods that includes a session devoted to composite endpoints.  Yearly 

discussions of the issue led to the development of candidate criteria for use of a composite endpoint to 

deal with the problem of competing endpoints.  The authors of the present article reviewed and 

discussed the criteria, arrived at preliminary definitive criteria, and applied these to a number of 

example articles. Textbooks (9) and review articles (10) frequently cite the example of death as a 

competing risk to hospitalization for worsening heart failure (HF) in RCTs of HF management strategies 

and recommend using composite endpoints to overcome the issues of competing risks. We identified 

landmark HF trials published in the New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM) and applied the criteria to 

these trials (11).  

Results:  
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Figure 1: PRISMA flow diagram 

As shown in figure 1, of 63645 citations, 166 were included in the final full text review of which 43 

proved eligible for inclusion in this survey. A kappa statistic, 0.92, indicated near-perfect inter-rater 

agreement. The 43 eligible publications included 27 full articles, 9 letters, 5 textbooks and 2 editorials.  

Of these, 11 addressed statistical methods for addressing competing risks, 9 addressed non-statistical 

aspects of competing risk methodology, and the remainder were review articles. None of the journal 

articles or textbooks suggested clear and explicit criteria for when to use, and when not to use, 
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composite endpoints to address the problem of competing risks. One textbook devoted to multiple 

analyses in clinical trials listed the ‘principles for the use of combined endpoints’ without mentioning 

competing risks (12), while another suggested that composite endpoints can help avoid survivor bias 

when there is competing risk without specifying criteria for composite endpoint use (9). Other textbooks 

addressed statistical formulations and considerations for competing risk (13) in the context of ‘event-

free survival’ as the composite endpoint (using non-cancer mortality as the competing risk to cancer 

recurrence as an example) or noted that death from other causes can be a competing risk (14) without 

specifying criteria. The User’s Guide to Medical Literature (15) notes ‘another benefit to justify the use 

of composite endpoints is to avoid competing risks in outcome assessment’ without specifying criteria 

for composite endpoint use to address competing risks. 

Many authors suggest that using composite endpoints can avoid the bias from competing risk while 

others have suggested that this may be problematic and confuse rather than usefully inform. In their 

response to a letter regarding composite endpoints (16), DeMets and Califf argue in favor of using 

composite endpoints to overcome the problem of competing risk:,  

‘Although a treatment may reduce the risk of nonfatal events, such treatment comparisons 

become problematic when many deaths also occur. Patients who die without having the 

nonfatal event cannot be counted in the event-free group or in the group with the event, 

because they might have had the event had they lived longer. Thus, composite endpoints must 

include mortality to capture the overall effects of treatment. The statistical theory behind this 

approach is contained in literature on competing risk analysis’.  

Similarly, Neaton and colleagues (10) note in 2005 that  

’Another reason that composites are used is to avoid the problem of competing risks. For 

example, in a trial of patients with advanced heart failure, an end point of hospitalization for 
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heart failure would be criticized because it does not account for mortality. The censoring of 

deaths in such a trial (patients who died without hospitalization) is probably ‘‘informative’’ 

because a patient who is censored for death is likely not at the same risk of hospitalization (had 

they survived) as a patient who survived as long and is still at risk for hospitalization. If censoring 

because of death, or reasons for it, varied by treatment group, the estimate of the treatment 

effect would be biased’.  

In 2008, Song and colleagues (17) wrote,  

‘Another rationale for using the composite endpoint is to account for mortality. This data 

structure is the so-called competing risks: death can terminate the occurrence of other diseases, 

whereas other diseases’ occurrence do not preclude the occurrence of death. Combining deaths 

into the composite endpoint is a solution to avoid the competing risks problems due to death.’  

Other authors suggest that composite endpoints in the presence of competing risks can be misleading. 

Lim and colleagues (5) note,  

‘When death is part of a composite outcome (98% of surveyed trials), competing risks can 

influence the results because patients who die cannot have any further end points. The extent 

to which the results are affected increases as the magnitude of imbalance in the number of 

deaths in the 2 groups increases. One can account for death with time-to-event analysis 

(survival), but we recommend the simultaneous reporting of each individual end point so that 

readers can ascertain its individual contribution’  

Several authors (18-20) have suggested scoring system or hierarchical ranking as a solution to the 

problem of including endpoints of varying importance to patients when composite endpoints have to be 

used for competing risks.  Such an approach requires value judgments that few seem comfortable 

making: the solution has very seldom been implemented.  
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In summary, although many authors have highlighted the problem of competing risks, have raised the 

possibility of using a composite endpoint in the presence of competing risks, and have addressed 

statistical considerations that arise in the context of composite endpoints, no author has previously 

suggested clear guidance for the appropriate use of a composite endpoint in the setting of competing 

risks in randomized trials.  

Guidance, and its application: 

As in any use of composite endpoints, authors must explicit report the frequency of all components in 

both the intervention and control groups.  Competing risks will, however, be a problem in the context of 

randomized trials only if the intervention reduces the likelihood of the less serious outcome through an 

increase in the more serious outcome.  Even if this is to some extent the case, the competing risk will 

not result in serious distortion if the frequency of the more serious event is low and is eclipsed by the 

much higher frequency of the less serious event.   

Using a composite endpoint to overcome the problem of competing risks will be misleading if there is a 

large gradient in the importance of the component endpoints, the more important endpoints occur less 

frequently, and the impact of the intervention is restricted to the components of less importance.   This 

risk of misleading composite endpoints dictates that a composite endpoint be used to address 

competing risks only if the likelihood that a competing risk situations exists, and that this competing risk 

will lead to appreciable distortions in results. 

Therefore, we propose that composite outcomes be used to overcome the problem of competing risks 

only when the following are the case: (i) Competing risk is plausible (i.e. our understanding of the 

biology suggests that the intervention might realistically increase more serious events, thus misleadingly 

reduce the less serious).  With respect to this first criterion, we note that it becomes stronger if the 

authors of the study using competing risks have formally documented this risk of the intervention, 
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including in the informed consent document, the study protocol, and the data monitoring plan. (ii) The 

relative frequency of occurrence of the more serious outcome compared to the less serious outcome is 

great enough that, if the intervention truly increases the risk of the more serious event, it would 

misleadingly appear to decrease the less serious event.  With respect to how high the ratio of the more 

to the less serious outcome needs to be to raise concern, this will depend on the absolute frequency of 

the anticipated magnitude of the positive intervention effect on the less serious outcome; the possible 

magnitude of the negative effect on the more serious outcome; and the magnitude of the diminution of 

the effect on the less serious when one increases the more serious that one is willing to tolerate.  In any 

given situation, simple simulations might help trialists address the decision. 

In our search for examples of the appropriate use of composite endpoints to address competing risks, 

we found few examples of clinical questions that met our criteria.  We did find examples in areas of 

cerebrovascular surgery versus medical therapy for asymptomatic carotid stenosis and oxygen therapy 

for very low birth weight infants.  

Benavente and colleagues published a meta-analysis of RCTs comparing carotid endarterectomy (CEA) 

versus medical therapy for asymptomatic carotid stenosis (21).  The goal of CEA is to reduce stroke distal 

to the stenosis on the operated (ipsilateral) vessel. Five trials included 2440 patients with > 50% carotid 

stenosis who were randomized to CEA or medical therapy alone.  Patients treated with CEA had fewer 

ipsilateral strokes (3.2% versus 6.2% in the medical group, Odd Ratio [OR] 0.46 with 95% CI 0.32 to 0.66). 

The rate of perioperative stroke or death was, however, significantly higher in the CEA group (2.4% 

versus 0.4% in the medical group, OR 4.51; 95% CI 2.36 to 8.34). In 2 of the trials included in the meta-

analysis, several strokes occurred during angiography - these events were appropriately included in the 

analysis resulting in the 0.4% event rate in the medical group. Although the CEP of all stroke and 

perioperative stroke or death was lower for the CEA group (7.4% versus 9.2%, OR 0.68; 95% CI 0.51 to 
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0.9), the magnitude of benefit (OR 0.68 versus 0.46), relative to that of ipsilateral stroke, was 

diminished.  

In this instance, the risk of a competing event (surgery causes deaths in patients who would, had they 

been treated medically, experience strokes) is real, and the number of associated deaths relative to 

strokes is sufficient to exaggerate the magnitude of the impact of the intervention on the less serious 

outcomes.  Thus, the use of a composite including death, stroke, and transient ischemic attack is 

appropriate.  

Another example involves the outcomes resulting from oxygen supplementation in critically ill neonates. 

In the 1940s and 1950s liberal use of oxygen led to ‘an epidemic of retinopathy of prematurity 

(ROP)’(22). This led to a restriction of oxygen use, and tolerance of hypoxia in the premature infant that 

in turn increased mortality; the trade-off between maintaining adequate oxygenation versus preventing 

ROP in the premature infant remained unaddressed(23).   

Several RCTs evaluating the optimal pulse-oximetry target in premature infants used a primary 

composite outcome of death and ROP. Polin and Bateman explain in an editorial (24), ‘In all the studies, 

given the high expected rate of death among premature infants, death was included as an outcome 

because it competed with ROP as a risk, not because a difference in mortality was expected as a result 

of differences in oxygenation’. In this instance, competing risk of death is plausible because the 

mortality in premature infants is high enough that the effect of the intervention on ROP may be 

misleading if death were not considered in the analysis.  

The results of the SUPPORT study (25), illustrate this concept. As shown in table 1, there was no 

difference in the primary composite outcome of death before discharge or severe retinopathy in the 

lower versus the higher oxygen saturation target; however the rate of occurrence of ROP was 

significantly higher in the higher target group. The competing risk of death before discharge was 
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plausible and occurred with high enough frequency that if not considered, would have distorted the true 

effect of the intervention on ROP (infants who die cannot develop ROP). 

Table 1:  

Outcome Low oxygen saturation 

target (N=654) n/N (%) 

High oxygen saturation 

target (N=662) n/N (%) 

Adjusted Relative Risk
i
 

(95% confidence interval) 

Primary composite outcome (severe 

ROP or death before discharge 

171/605 (28.3) 198/616 (32.1) 0.90 (0.76 – 1.06) 

Severe ROP 41/475 (8.6) 91/509 (17.9) 0.52 (0.37 – 0.73) 

Death before discharge 130/654 (19.9) 107/662 (16.2) 1.27 (1.01 – 1.60) 

1
  Values were adjusted for stratification factors (study center and gestational-age group) as well as for familial clustering. BPD denotes 

bronchopulmonary dysplasia. 

Table 1 - legend: Proportion of infants with the primary composite outcome and individual components 

of the composite. All surviving infants were evaluated by ophthalmologists for severe ROP. The 

discrepancy in the denominators is due to infants with ‘undetermined ROP status’ (49 in the low target 

group and 46 in the high target group). 

In other instances, use of composite endpoint to deal with competing risk will be unnecessary and 

inadvisable.  An example that has been previously noted in this paper is the DREAM trial(7). In this trial, 

based on available literature, it is implausible that rosiglitazone will increase death.  In the unlikely event 

that rosiglitazone did increase death rates in those destined to develop diabetes, the number of deaths 

relative to the number of patients developing diabetes would be too few to result in a distortion of 

results: in the placebo group 658 patients developed diabetes and 33 patients died. Thus, the risk of a 

misleading inference through the spurious claim that rosiglitazone reduced death and the development 

of diabetes provides a compelling reason to avoid choice of a composite outcome in this trial.  

Textbooks (9) and review articles (10), frequently illustrate the issue of competing risks using the 

example of death and hospitalization for worsening heart failure. Trials testing management strategies 

for HF frequently use a composite endpoint of death or hospitalization for worsening heart failure. A 
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review of landmark heart failure trials published in the NEJM revealed that 6 out of 26 RCTs used this 

composite endpoint. Some of the early heart failure trials used mortality as the primary endpoint and 

others have used a composite endpoint including outcomes other than these two. Table 2 summarizes 

event rates in trials that used the combined endpoint of death and hospitalization due to worsening 

heart failure.  Although in each case the deaths are frequent enough to have distorted hospitalization 

results (the intervention might have substantially reduced hospitalizations by increasing deaths), in each 

case the direction of the effect was the same for the death and hospitalization outcomes (nor would it, 

prior to the trial, have been considered plausible that effects would move in opposite directions).  Thus, 

these trials would not meet our criteria for use of composite endpoints for competing risks.  

Table 2: 

 Death or hospitalization for CHF Death Hospit

alizati

on for 

HF 

   

Trial Interv

ention 

(%) 

Contr

ol 

HR / OR 

(CI) 

p Interv

ention 

Contr

ol 

HR / OR 

(CI) 

p Interv

ention 

Contr

ol 

HR / OR 

(CI) 

p 

PARADIGM 

HF(26) 2014 

914 

(21.8) 

1117 

(26.5) 

0.8 

(0.73-

0.87) 

<0.0

01 

558 

(13.3) 

693 

(16.5) 

0.8 

(0.71-

0.89) 

<0.0

01 

537 

(12.8) 

658 

(15.6) 

0.79 

(0.71-

0.89) 

<0.0

01 

Echo-CRT 

(27) 2013 

116 

(28.7) 

102 

(25.2) 

1.2 

(0.92-

1.57) 

0.15 45 

(11.1) 

26 

(6.4) 

1.81 

(1.11-

2.93) 

0.02 99 

(24.5) 

90 

(22.2) 

1.16 

(0.87-

1.55) 

0.25 

ASCEND-HF 

(28) 2011 

321 

(9.4) 

345 

(10.1) 

- 0.7 (-

2.1-0.7) 

0.31 126 

(3.6) 

141 

(4.0) 

-0.4 (-

1.3-0.5) 

0.36 204 

(6.0) 

208 

(6.1) 

-0.1 (-

1.2-1.0) 

0.81 

EMPHASIS-

HF(29) 2011 

249 

(18.3) 

356 

(25.9) 

0.66 

(0.56-

0.78) 

<0.0

01 

147 

(10.8) 

185 

(13.5) 

0.77 

(0.62-

0.96) 

0.02 164 

(12.0) 

253 

(18.4) 

0.61 

(0.50-

0.75) 

<0.0

01 

RAFT(30) 

2010 

297 

(33.2) 

364 

(40.3) 

0.75 

(0.64-

0.87) 

<0.0

01 

186 

(20.8) 

236 

(26.1) 

0.75 

(0.62-

0.91) 

0.00

3 

174 

(19.5) 

236 

(26.1) 

0.68 

(0.56-

0.83) 

<0.0

01 

SOLVD (31) 

1992 

434 

(20.6) 

518 

(24.5) 

0.8 

(0.69-

0.92) 

<0.0

01 

313 

(14.8) 

334 

(15.8) 

0.93 

(0,79-

1.1) 

0.3 184 

(8.7) 

273 

(12.9) 

0.65 

(0.53-

0.79) 

<0.0

01 

Table 2: Summary of 6 RCTs for heart failure management published in the NEJM which reported a 

composite endpoint of death and hospitalization for worsening HF. In the SOLVD trial, the primary 

outcome was mortality; the composite endpoints were included in the secondary endpoints.  

Discussion: 
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We found that many commentaries in review articles and textbook chapters note the use of composite 

endpoints to deal with the problem of competing risk, and most comment favorably on the use of 

composites in this regard.  In spite of suggesting the use of composite endpoints to overcome the 

problem of competing risks, none of the commentaries provided clear guidance for when to use 

composite endpoints for competing risks.  Noting the absence of guidance, we have suggested novel 

criteria for when to use, and not use, composite endpoints to address the competing risk issue. 

Strengths of this study include the comprehensive review of the relevant methods literature including 

both journal articles and textbooks, the duplicate judgments of eligibility and abstraction of data, the 

abstraction of direct quotations from the relevant articles.  With respect to our guidance, it was 

developed over many years and benefited from discussions with successive classes of graduate 

students.   

The primary limitation of our study is that we did not recruit a wide range of methodologists in the 

development of our criteria, nor did we seek consensus among a group of such individuals.  We could 

have, for example, recruited a cadre of experts who have written about use of composite endpoints to 

address competing risks and conducted a Delphi process to arrive at novel guidance.  It may be, 

however, that the criteria we have suggested are sufficiently robust and intuitive that such an arduous 

process is not necessary. 

Although randomized trials frequently use composite endpoints as primary endpoints, the reason for 

use of composite endpoints is rarely stated in the publications. As has been extensively noted in the 

literature and summarized in this article, use of composite endpoints may lead to difficulty with 

interpretation of results and misleading inferences about the results. Agencies such as the European 

network of Health Technology Assessment (EUnetHTA) state in their policy statement that the use of 

composite endpoints as primary endpoints is not recommended if a suitable single primary endpoint is 
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available (4). The guidance proposed in this paper should encourage appropriate consideration before 

using composite endpoints for competing risks.  

Conclusions:  

Numerous publications have highlighted the potential problem of competing risks in clinical trials, and 

noted the possibility of using a composite endpoints to address the problem.  A number of authors have 

expressed enthusiasm for the composite endpoint solution to the competing risk problem.  Composite 

endpoints however, have major limitations: they invariably present interpretation challenges, and are 

often subject to making effects seem more important than they really are.  Thus, composite endpoints 

should be used judiciously and sparingly.   An extensive literature search did not reveal specific 

guidelines for when to use composite endpoints for competing risks. We propose guidance on this topic 

based on available evidence. Composite endpoints should be used for competing risks only if the 

competing risk is plausible and if it occurs with high enough frequency to distort the effect of the 

intervention on the less serious endpoint.  It is likely that these criteria will very seldom be met. 
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